Digital Transformation
Made Simple
wolkabout.com

Everything Your Business Needs for the Successful Digitalisation
Whether you’re an enterprise focused on an internal digital transformation or an

Our unique Platform as a Product (PaaP) gives you complete control over your

OEM wanting to create global service offering, we can help you digitise your

future costs and allows you to build any business model you like.

business within 5 to 25 weeks.
With our support, you can easily start with a proof of concept, enter the market

You can even build product-as-a-service offerings without recurring payments to a
PaaS provider.

quickly with an MVP, and operate your digital offerings in a scalable and secure
manner.
The synergy of our industry-proven IoT platform, help from our digitalisation
experts and complementary skills of our partners will get your digital solution
WolkAbout IoT Platform is our key to enabling innovation.

to market faster.

It is a secure, extensible and technology-agnostic basis on which we, our customers
and our partners can build a broad range of digital projects, products, and services.
Built to address the typical requirements of industrial transformation, WolkAbout
IoT Platform includes a complete set of must-have capabilities, without third-party
dependencies.
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Perfect for Both Product and Service Providers

Enterprises

wolkabout.com

SMEs

OEMs

Service
Providers

Telecom
Operators

System
Integrators
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Different Approach to Building Intelligent Industrial Solutions
Simplify your digital transformation journey. Adopt a fast, efficient and cost-effective approach to your digital application development.

Agnostic and
Independent

Transparent and
Cost-Efficient

Modular and
Flexible

Fast and
Simple

Industry-Ready and
GDPR Compliant

Exploit freedom to select

Calculate the total cost of

Choose among the set of

Enjoy a brief learning curve.

Be prepared for

deployment option, cloud

ownership easily. Scale

functional modules that can

Prototype rapidly with a free

ultra-reliability, availability,

vendor, device maker,

without worrying about

be used independently.

trial. Cruise from pilots to

low-latency and high data

communication protocol.

hidden fees or complex

Exploit a highly customised

enterprise-scale solutions

throughput. Keep your

Integrate with brownfield

calculations (number of

offering that is adapted to

using pre-built client apps,

ecosystem secure and data

infrastructure and enterprise

users, devices, messages,

your needs and existing

developer tools and

safe with a robust and

applications.

API requests).

ecosystem.

extensive documentation.

proven security model.
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80% of Software Every Digital Solution Needs
How It Works
1. Connect and manage different machines, sensors and gateways
2. Achieve secure role-based access control

20%
Customer Applications
Custom web and mobile apps that add value to
your business.

3. Create digital representations of physical systems
4. Collect, store and analyse large volumes of IoT data
5. Visualise all data from diverse sources within one dashboard

80%
WolkAbout IoT Platform
Software core needed to build, deploy and

6. Drive automation through real-time data and business logic

maintain your digital solution successfully.

7. Comply with security and privacy requirements
8. Develop custom and integrate third-party applications with much ease

wolkabout.com
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Numerous Modules* Joined in the First Platform as a Product

wolkabout.com

Platform Management

Data Management

Management of different
customers on one instance with
secure data segregation

Ingestion, storage, management
and contextualisation of data
from different sources

Device and Edge
Management

Rule Engine and Geofencing

Device and gateway lifecycle
management, remote control,
OTA updates

Real-time actions and process
automation based on incoming
data

Administration

Data Monitoring and
Visualisation

Management of users, user
groups and roles; authentication
and authorisation

Live unified view of all data and
processes, data history,
customisable alerts

*Price is calculated per module and is available upon request.

Advanced Web Modules
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Connecting and Managing Devices
Device Connectivity

Device Lifecycle Management

Support for different device, data and protocols (including legacy ones)

Perform trusted device identification and secure device on-boarding

Support for different semantic standards (JSON, Protobuf)

Remotely manage lifecycle of any device type from ultra-constrained, non-IP

Support for SDKs in various programming languages
Translating non-IP compatible protocols (Modbus, Profinet, Bluetooth, Z-Wave)

devices running a device OS to feature-rich devices and gateways running Linux
Monitor devices and perform diagnostics remotely
Configure and control devices remotely

Interoperability between multiple connectivity technologies
LPWAN-ready for ultra-low bandwidth solutions

Manage device firmware/software over-the-air
Use registry for recognising devices (pre-provisioning)

Gateway Management
(De)provision, monitor, configure and control gateways
(De)provision non-IP-enabled devices and manage their files, process edge

Use ready-made device simulators
Exploit mass device management features: bulk registration, bulk update
schedule and rules definition, bulk roll-out and bulk monitoring features

events and exploit remote troubleshooting

wolkabout.com
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Onboarding and Managing Users
Tenant Management

Role-Based Access Management

Native multi-tenancy: managing all customers together on one instance with

Enforce the fine-grained security policy with role-based access control (RBAC)

100% secure data segregation

model

System administration: leveraging built-in tools to administer individual clients/

Utilise fully customisable user role definition

users of your solution

Determine who can view and access different assets with asset roles

Custom white-labelling per tenant

User Management
Onboard, group and manage large number of users securely and reliably

Audit Logging
Easily investigate user behaviour and activity, as well as track and trace all
events that occurred in the system

Exploit security and authentication management; identity creation and access
revocation

Manage liability or chain of custody with logged audit trails and reporting
capabilities

wolkabout.com
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Collecting and Managing Data
Data Ingestion, Normalisation and Aggregation

Synthetic Variables (Calculated Feed)

Collect and unify diverse data from different devices, enterprise systems and

Transform raw insight into a new feed which acts like a regular one by

third-party sources (for example, external weather data, road conditions or

combining numerous input sources (e.g. sensor, static and third-party data)

commodity pricing)

using math formulas and statistical expressions

Transform, enrich and prepare machine and sensor data for further analysis
Data Storage
Use structured databases (MySQL) for devices, users and transactions

Data Semantics (Modelling)
Model data to define your business logic and create virtual representations of
real-world objects or physical systems and processes
Link data and operations coming from one or many different devices or external

Use high-performance non-relational databases (Cassandra) for the event and
telemetry data
Data Exporter
Export data to different formats and utilise them across multiple systems and
applications, like BI, ERP, MES, PLM, and similar

wolkabout.com

sources and organise assets in hierarchies
Enrich data with contextual information by attaching both static and dynamic
attributes and adding advanced data tagging
Keep the physical and digital worlds in sync by storing and updating asset data,
properties, and relationships and providing notifications of all relevant changes
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Driving Automation
Data Exporter
Determine how your system should react to a certain event or how to handle a
piece of data using our Domain Specific Language
Create a straightforward expression which will be evaluated in relation to

Geospatial Analytics and Geofencing
Analyse real-time geospatial data from multiple sources
Visually define multiple places of interest for each asset separately and
create events whenever assets enter or leave geofence borders

real-time data

All Rules are based on a Triggers-Conditions-Actions structure
Set conditions: data and time, geofences and thresholds (instantaneous, with duration, with counter, delta value change from the previous), dynamic and static attributes
Manage actions: actuations, changing device configurations, sending push notifications, emails, HTTP requests, generating readings

wolkabout.com
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Visualising Data
Data and Event Monitoring

Data Visualisation

Receive different types of notifications (email, SMS, push notifications) when

Build and customise operational dashboards to monitor real-time data, control

certain important events occur, or certain conditions are reached in any part of

devices and gain a unified view of all processes and systems

your digital solution

Choose among different widgets: system status, live readings, gauges, maps,
layout widgets, notifications, charts, various types of actuators, and more
Show devices, groups, routes, geofences, and other objects on the maps that
use any source, such as Google Maps, OpenStreetMap, or others; add the
layers and enable indoor tracking
Analyse historical data through reports and integrated analytics tools

wolkabout.com
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Integrating Security and Third-Party Apps
Multi-Layered Security

External Interfaces

Authentication and authorisation at both the user and the device level

Adding new integrations with ease with our APIs or other connectors

Setting permissions and privileges with proven role-based access control model

Allowing the bidirectional flow of data between WolkAbout IoT Platform and

The encryption of data-in-transit and data-at-rest
TLS protocol to secure communication

legacy software, enterprise systems (ERP, CRM, MES, SCM, etc.), connectivity
platforms, cloud services, business reporting and analytic tools
Platform-to-Platform integrations and shared device provisioning and data

Login control using session tokens and expiration timeout management

management

Comprehensive audit tracing and trailing

Supporting export and import of any system or device data to numerous
formats

Strict privacy standards that fully comply with GDPR requirements
Certified using some of the most rigorous third-party security assessments
(example: ISO 27001)
Independent third-party security audits

wolkabout.com
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Architecture Built for Performance and Availability
Scalability

Elastic scalability of the Platform to support any use cases across multi-regional deployments (enabling scale up and scale out); Containerised by
Docker and orchestrated with Kubernetes

Performance

Low-latency bidirectional communication between devices and the Platform, bulk devices registration and deprovisioning, and near real-time
device monitoring status

Interoperability

Effective handling of numerous types of devices over multiple types of communication protocols to feed data into the cloud or in-house servers

Loose Coupling

Modules can be added, removed and updated independently, enabling sizing of the Platform servers from embedded environments up to cloud
infrastructures

Extensibility

Zero lock-in; no need to configure and modify the core of the Platform for additional functionalities

Reliability

Tested for availability under the most traffic-intensive work environments, with fault tolerance, efficient failover and disaster recovery solutions

wolkabout.com
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Comprehensive User and Developer Guides
Open Web and
Connectivity APIs

WolkConnector and WolkGateway SDKs

WolkWeb SDK for
Angular

WolkMobile SDKs
for Android and iOS

Complete WolkAbout IoT

into the device firmware to make it compatible with

The web SDK enables you

The mobile SDKs contain

Platform functionality is

WolkAbout IoT Platform. It is responsible for handling the

to develop your custom

a library, samples and

exposed through

communications and normalising data. The available

web applications on top

documentation for

programming interfaces

implementations include C, C++, Python, MicroPython,

of our Platform,

developers to build

(MQTT and REST APIs).

Java, Node-RED, Zerynth, Arduino, and more.

communicate through our

connected mobile

APIs and exploit a

applications using

reusable layout where

WolkAbout IoT Platform.

WolkConnector is an open-source device SDK incorporated

WolkGateway supports connecting devices indirectly via
gateways. It allows both telemetry ingestion and control
messages, as well as data buffering. WolkGateway modules
can talk to non-IP-enabled devices via their supported
network communication protocols, such as Bluetooth,

multiple independent
applications can be
hosted.

Z-Wave, Modbus, Profibus, Profinet, and more.

wolkabout.com
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Accelerating Development with Our Tools
Use powerful, out-of-the-box applications to fast-track and scale complete industrial IoT solutions with ease. Your own centralised IoT mission-control.

WolkReact Web

WolkReact Mobile
https://www.wolkreact.com

A suite of web

https://www.wolkreact.com

https://www.wolkenterprise.com

applications built on top

A suite of mobile (iOS
and Android) applications

of WolkWeb SDK and

that comes out-of-the-

combined together

box with the Platform

according to your needs.

licence. It provides much

It uses modern browser

of the functionality

concepts, including a

needed to monitor your

sleek, intuitive design and

system, visualise data and

streamlined workflows.

control processes.
Create your free account at demo.wolkabout.com and try it out!

wolkabout.com
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Digitally Transforming Factories
WolkAbout IoT Platform is hardware and communication protocol agnostic, so it is

Connected Industry Use Cases

easily connected with a variety of sensors, controllers, industrial PCs and legacy
control systems. Also, it enables the secure integration of these assets with the

Unified factory-wide
interconnectivity

Production line real-time
monitoring and control

applications.

Multi-site remote
asset monitoring

Remote equipment
management

Finally, WolkAbout IoT Platform is fully capable of comprehensive process data

Material handling
automation

Real-time workforce
tracking

Failure mitigation and
safety control

End-to-end operational
visibility

company's operations and business systems. This allows different parts of a factory
to communicate with each other in near real-time and makes the entire production
process much easier to monitor, control and automate by using mobile or web

analytics based on real-time performance. An enormous amount of data which is
produced and stored on the Platform helps in identifying failures and inefficiencies
rapidly. The data also enables clients to have live monitoring of the metrics that
matter the most, like OEE, availability, performance and downtime. Applications
are numerous, diverse and easily customisable to specific business eco-systems.

wolkabout.com
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Equipment

Assembly Line

2

1

Alarm(s)

Warning(s)

Live Messages

Factory Assets

Improper calibration
Equipment: AD-120
Today 11:02

Out of supply

1

Assembly Line #1

Employees

Indoor Condition

Today 11:00

Sudden electric failure
Assembly Line #4
Today 10:52

Under maintenance
Equipment JK-1A

Live Chart: Actual Production (%)

Today 10:47

1
100

Transformer breakdown

50

Equipment: I-21
Today 10:40

0
Last hour

High temperature: 32°C
Live Chart: Factory Statistics (%)

1

Warehouse #2
Today 10:36

100

High toxic gas level: 2%

50

Area #20, Employee: AL-24

0
OEE

Availability

Quality

Downtime

Today 10:33

Revolutionising Logistics and Fleet Management
WolkAbout IoT Platform offers a scalable architecture for connecting any device or

Digital Supply Chain Use Cases

gateway, from RFID tags and BLE beacons to fleet TCUs and sensors on pallets.
The Platform can further integrate with the enterprise systems and provide them
with accurate machine data. This enables real-time visibility, tracking and condition

Visibility into packing
and filling processes

Storage conditions
monitoring and control

Real-time cargo tracking
and geofencing

Full asset health and
inventory monitoring

Fleet location monitoring

Route optimisation

Cold chain monitoring

Driver behaviour monitoring

monitoring of the entire assets, both in-transit and in-field. Clients can leverage live
operational and sensor data to manage assets throughout their lifecycle, as well as
historical data to forecast requirements. By doing so, they are optimising the
performance of their supply chain and reducing operating costs.

Furthermore, clients can connect their fleets to WolkAbout IoT Platform to be
informed of the technical conditions of their vehicles and to ensure compliance
with the established routes and schedules. In this way, they are optimising working
hours and reducing fuel costs, while ensuring the safety of drivers, vehicles and
assets.

wolkabout.com
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Factory Assets

En Route

Truck #18

Live Messages

08:17

Low fuel level: 21%
Truck #12

Search

24

Today 08:21

Too much cargo weight: 2.2t
Truck #4

Driver #18

In Garage

Today 08:17

08:15

Low tire pressure: Back Left
Truck #1

8

Today 08:00

Low fuel level: 21%
Container #18

On Repair

08:15

08:10

Truck #12
Today 07:52

Critical fuel level: 7%

2

Truck #18/Carrier
Today 08:15

3

°C

Truck #19
Today 07:51

Speeding: 48mph
Trip tracking

View driver profile
View trip history

Live Chart: Fuel Consumption (L/100km)

Truck #7
Today 07:43

Status

Moving

50

Duration

Distance

0h 9m 34s

2,350m

Check engine!
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Truck #2
0
Last hour

Today 07:30

Powering Agriculture with the IoT
WolkAbout IoT Platform delivers all the modules necessary to operate a smart

Smart Farming Use Cases

farming system, whether it includes single-purpose connected products, like
livestock trackers, or multi-device solutions, like resource mapping. By tying them
together, WolkAbout IoT Platform streamlines the development of such systems.

Once a digitally-enabled smart farming solution is in place, farmers can easily track

Remote soil quality and
crop monitoring

Multi-site remote
equipment monitoring

Livestock tracking
and geofencing

Smart watering, irrigation
and fertilisation

Indoor facilities monitoring
(silos, dairies and stables)

Vertical farms and greenhouse
automation system

Smart warehousing,
logistics and distribution

Environmental monitoring
and control

real-time data and make informed decisions. Sensors which are deployed across
the farm and connected to WolkAbout IoT Platform give farmers a 24/7 visibility of
the soil and crop health. On top of that, they provide insight into the status of the
farming equipment, warehouse conditions, livestock behaviour and energy
consumption level. This abundance of insightful data helps farmers incorporate
highly productive ways to raise livestock and cultivate the soil, thus improving
operational efficiency.

wolkabout.com
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Insolation

Temperature

13:29

Lettuce Room #1

Nitrogen

13:29

13:29

Humidity
13:28

35
70

72

160

%

150
80

0

18.0
0

Lettuce Room #2

22.1

W/m2 100

-20

°C

80

120

13:25 Ready

199.4

2

100 ppm 300

Warning(s)

Live Messages

Live Chart: CO2 level (ppm)

Nitrogen Dosator

10

kg

A/C
13:25 Ready

Nitrogen low, added 10kg

1000

Rule triggered
Today 13:28

800

On

Temperature is high: 40°C
600

Room Condition #1
Today 13:00

Lights
13:25 Ready

400

Temperature high, A/C turned on
Rule triggered
200

Today 12:51

Last hour

Off

Creating Cities of the Future
Distribution of electricity, water and gas, maintenance of utilities, as well as the

Smart Cities Use Cases

deployment of emergency services and traffic management are a few of the many
places where a city can leverage digital technologies. WolkAbout IoT Platform
meets the main requirements for any smart city application: connect, track,

Smart waste management

Smart parking

Intelligent traffic management

Pollution and toxicity
remote monitoring

Smart water management

Smart grid automation

Smart street lighting

Smart infrastructure

communicate and react, always in real time, through its scalable and reliable
architecture.
Remote monitoring and control aside, analysing data from these devices and
setting triggers based on real-time values can lead to faster decision making at the
system level. For example, smart lighting can be implemented for the efficient use
of the city’s electricity. The system can dim the lights, turn them on/off according to
the number of people on the road, and take the appropriate actions in case of
failure, all without any human intervention.
Finally, a rapid implementation of digital technologies, which is our major
advantage, allows smart city integrators to build their applications much faster and
customise them or integrate with other systems.
wolkabout.com
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Electrical Substations

Cost per Day

Houses Powered

14:46

14:46

Efficiency
14:40

Search

3.2

$

1082

Solar Energy

Total Energy

14:46

14:46

15
10

18.0
0

87

%

326

kW

Container
Repair
Live
Chart:#18
Energy Output On
(kWh)
11:02

11:02

1000

2
800

°C

3

600

400

200
Last hour

%

100

Leveraging an Industry-Leading Ecosystem of Partners
To harness the full power of digital technologies, we believe it is essential to find
the right business and technology partners. This is why we are continuously
expanding our Partnership network by collaborating with the top industry players
with complementary skills and knowledge.

Overview of Partnership Benefits
Increased market awareness and business network footprint
Increased visibility through PoCs, co-marketing activities and joint participation
in events

The combination of our product and services with devices and services from our
partner companies does not only allow rapid deployment of large-scale, innovative
applications, but it also brings forth new ideas and products. Thanks to our synergy,
we are paving the way for successful implementation of Industry 4.0 initiatives.

Partner enablement tools, sales aids, WolkAbout marketing and campaign
elements
Joint case studies, white papers, solution brief collaborations
Access to WolkAbout IoT Platform instance for the non-commercial purposes
and PoCs
Synchronised performance when evaluating potential joint projects
Company listing on the WolkAbout company page

wolkabout.com
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23
Partners
and Still Growing
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Digital Expertise to Guide You Along Your Digitalisation Journey
WolkAbout provides every professional service you need to get your digital system

With our help, you can get projects started faster, build high-performing

up and running, to maintain it and make sure all of its aspects are functioning

applications on top of WolkAbout IoT Platform more quickly, and continuously

perfectly.

optimise costs.

Our unique approach combines a robust and thoroughly engineered IoT

Together we can accelerate your innovation!

application enablement platform with highly trained teams capable of
autonomously scoping, customising and integrating applications in direct
collaboration with customers.
We can partner with your team right through your digital transformation journey,
from concept to deployment, carrying out development on your behalf and taking
away the need to manage this in-house
Entire bespoke modules can be created according to your requirements, while
maintaining a consistent look and feel, and building on common data structures
and user models to ensure compatibility.

wolkabout.com
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Exploring Our Professional Services

Onboarding Workshop

Premium Support

System Integration and Customisation

If you want to get familiar with our product rapidly, we

Different Premium support plans provide unmatched

Our Customisation team can help you develop and

are offering a two-day training (in-person or online) to

around-the-clock assistance and high availability for

deploy your digital applications. If you need new

teach you how to use WolkAbout IoT Platform and

business-critical environments where an immediate

protocols, specific reports and integrations, innovative

share our best practices.

response is required.

rules, we are the best in the IoT class!

Devops Services

Embedded Engineering Services

Expert Consulting Services

Our DevOps team can preform dedicated installations

Our Embedded team can help you overcome typical

Wherever you are on your digital transformation

in your environments, and help you with monthly

challenges regarding hardware design, firmware

journey, we are here to help you with the industry

system maintenance, including change requests,

development and connectivity. Also, they provide

know-how through consulting services, workshops,

patch management, security, and backup services.

tremendous help when building PoCs.

and more.

wolkabout.com
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Your Digital Transformation Partner
In 2013, a team of veterans in the industrial automation and software development
industry gathered around the idea to help clients address the high-performance
demands of the connected world. From then on, we’ve been transforming the value
chains across industries ranging from manufacturing to agriculture.
Our innovative spirit, deep industry insights and unmatched digital technology
expertise are the foundation of everything we do.
We’ve built a complete IoT application enablement platform and user-friendly tools
to allow system integrators, product and service providers to develop and rapidly
bring industrial-grade digital applications to market. Additionally, our experienced
team is helping our clients with system integration and building customised apps
that add value to their businesses.
With 50+ employees and 8 centres globally, WolkAbout is simplifying digital
transformation journeys worldwide!

wolkabout.com
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WolkAbout Headquarters
Václavské náměstí 841/3
110 00 Prague
Czech Republic

wolkabout.com

Contact us for more information at info@wolkabout.com
Join the conversation

